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1. G-products

Let G be a subgroup of the full symmetric group S(m) on m objects. Then a
G-productona based space (X, e) will mean a based map/: Z w = Z x ••• x Z - > Z
satisfying

f(xly .- yxm)= /(* τ C l ), , x^J) for all

Let i: X-^Xm denote the embedding i(x) = (xy e, •••, e). Two G-products
fly f2: Xm-+X are equivalent if the composites/^' and/2z are (based) homotopic.

We consider the particular case X= Sn, and here equivalence of G-products
/is determined by the degree of ft. The latter is called the type of/ and is an
integer. On Sn we study (equivalence classes of) G-products for G any/>-Sylow
subgroup of S(pr) with p an odd prime. The following result gives a complete
determination of such G-products on Sn:

Theorem 1.1. Let G be a p-Sylow subgroup of S{pr) with p an odd prime.
For n=2tJrl Sn admits a G-product of type q if and only if q is a multiple of prt.

Note it is well known that even dimensional spheres do not admit G-pro-
ducts (for any subgroup G of S(pr)). G-products on any space X are in 1-1
correspondence with maps Xm/G—^X where XmjG is the space of G-orbits with
the quotient topology. Furthermore, if Gx and G2 are conjugate subgroups
of S(m), Xm/G1 and XmjG2 are homeomorphic. Thus in the proof of Theorem
1.1 we may select G to be the r-fold Wreath product of the cyclic group of order
p Zp with itself. The corresponding orbit space Xm/G is just the usual rth

iterated p-ίo\ά cyclic product of X.

The proof of the 'only if half of Theorem 1.1 given in paragraph 2 is a minor
modification of Landweber's proof for G=S(m). Sections 3-5 are devoted to
the proof of remaining half of 1.1 and the procedure follows in outline that of [17].
Suspension-order considerations enter in a crucial way; in particular we require
a result of Mimura, Nishida and Toda on the mod^> decomposability of EL%(p),
the suspension of the lens space Lo(p) [8],
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2. Application of equivariant /^-theory

Let G1 be the subgroup of the symmetric group S(p) generated by the/>-cycle

(1, 2, •••,/>). G1 is cyclic of order p and a />-Sylow subgroup of S(p). Suppose

inductively that the subgroup Gr of S(pr) has been defined. Partition the ordered

set {1,2, -- ,//+1} into p ordered subsets S1={19 •••,//}, —, Sp={(p—ί)pr+

1> •• )^r+1} a n d l e t Grk be the subgroup of S(pr+1) isomorphic to Gr via the

order-preserving identification of the sets {1, 2, •••,//} and Sh={(k—l)pr+l, •••,

&//}. Finally let τ e S ( / + 1 ) be the permutation of order p which permutes the

subsets Sly -", Sp cyclically, sending the ith element of Sk to the ith element of

Sk+1 (or S, if k=p). Gr+1 is then defined to be the subgroup of S(pr+1) generated

by all the subgroups G£, k=ly 2, ••*,/>, and the element T.

By definition Gr is the r-fold Wreath product of G1(^ZP) with itself. Gr

satisfies a short exact sequence of groups

(2.1) 1 -> Π G'Γ1 ->Gr-*Zp-+\

From an easy counting argument (see [10]) we have that the order \Gr\ of Gr

is pNcn where N{r)=\+p+p2^ \-pr~ι and so Gr is a/>-Sylow subgroup of

S(f).

Lemma 2.1. The number of pr-cycles in Gr is {p-\)M^pmn~r where

M{r)=pr" and N(r)=l+p+p2^ \-pr~\

Proof. For any pr'-cycle τ^S(pr) τp=zττ -τ is a product ofp disjoint//"1

cycles τp=τ1τ2 -τp. From the exactness of (2.1) it follows that such a //-cycle

T belongs to Gr exactly when τf. in τp=τ1τ2 ->τp is a ^"^cycle in G^1 (after

possibly reordering the factors). So we can proceed by induction on r.

For r=\ there are obviously (p—1) p-cycles. Assume the number of pr~ι-

cycles in G r i is (p—\)*κr-».p*κr-»-(.r-»m By the above remark the number

of //-cycles in Gr is the number of products of p disjoint pr "^-cycles, one from

each G<, times the number of //-cycles whose pth power gives such a product.

This number is ( ( / > - l ) ^ - 1 > . / > ^ - i y . ( / > ' - 1 ) * - 1 where the last factor enters

as follows: given such a product ^{^2"
%τp and any T with τp=τ1τ2---τp we

may write T with initial entry 1. We can also assume that τf. consists of the

(kpr~ι-\-i)th entries of T for Λ=0, 1, •••,/)—! and so τ1 contains the entry 1.

With 1 as initial entry of T, it follows that the (kpr~1+ l)st entries of T are uniquely

determined. Further for ί φ l τf. only determines the (kpr~1Jri)th entries of T

module the/)**"1 different possible initial entries. Thus the pr'1 different ways

of describing each of τ2, τ3, ••-, τp (via different initial entries) determine (pr~1)p~1

different r e G r with rp = Tlr2 •.. τp. As ((p-1)^-1^pmr-iγ-(pr-1)p-1 =

(p—l)mn'pNcr\ the induction is complete.

Lemma 2.1 is all that is required to adapt Landweber's application of
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equivariant i£-theory to the study of Gr-maps. A brief resume of his procedure
follows. For any GdS(m) let P: G aS(m)-^Rm be the usual permutation
representation of G. P splits as Q®R where Q acts on the hyperplane
{x^Rm\Έ,Xi=0} and R is the trivial 1-dimensional representation acting on the
diagonal {x^Rtn\xi=xJ all i, j}. Via the generalized Hopf construction Land-
weber obtains from a G-map/: SnX •• xSw->*SίM {n—2t-\-\) an equivariant map

g: Σ((n+l)ρ cΘC'+ 1) - Σ(ρc®C"+ 1)

where Qc is the complexification of Q and ΣH^is the one-point compactification
of the G-representation W. Since g maps the fixed point set to the fixed point
set, there is a commutative diagram of maps

An easy calculation shows that d e g ^ ' ^ m type^). Hence to obtain the "only
if part of 1.1. we must show t h a t ^ ' ^ l d e g j / ) for G=GrczS(pr).

For any finite group G let KG denote the complex equivariant ^-theory
functor. Then i£G(ρoint)=i?(G), the complex representation ring. Further for
complex G-modules W=W1Q)W2 there is an isomorphism

defined by multiplication by a certain class XWz^KGW2 which restricts to \_1W2=
2(—l) v W2^R{G)=KG{ϋ). In particular for ^ = { 0 } we have that KGW is a
free i?(G)-module on the one generator λ^. Applying this information to (2.2)
we obtain the commutative diagram

giving the equation

(2-3) gHV K?

Statement (ii) below is needed in the application of this equation. Its
proof depends on (i)—of which it is a converse.

(i) (Atiyah [1]) The S(m) representation \-1Qc as a class function
vanishes on composites (i.e., products of cycles) and assumes the value m on
any w-cycle.
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(ii) (Landweber [7]) If a^R(S(m)), as a class function, vanishes on com-
posites, then a is a multiple of λ _ i 0 c

Both statements extend easily with Gr in place of S(pr). In particular the
Gr representation '^^Qc ι s j u s t t n e composite GraS(pr)->Cy i.e., inclusion
followed by the S(pr) representation \-λQc Hence iX-1Qc also vanishes on
composites (in Gr) and assumes the value pr on any pr-cycle, giving the desired
extension of (i). Similarly using Lemma 2.1 we can prove: If a^R(Gr)
vanishes on composites and assumes the same value on ^/-cycles, then a is a
multiple of \-λQc

 a n d so pr\^-1Qc(
σ) f° r a n v pr-cycle σ in G r. In fact for 1

the principal character of G r, we know that the inner product

Σ

is integral. The only nonzero terms occur for x a ̂ >r-cycle and on each of these
a(x) assumes the same value. \Gr\=pmn and there are (ρ—l)Mcn ρNcn~r

pr-cycles in G r, so for x any ^-cycle a(x) (p—l)Mcn/pr is an integer and so
pr\a{x).

Now equation (2.3) evaluated on any ^>r-cycle σ becomes g*(X)(σ) {pr)t+1=
deg(g')pr and so g*(l)(<r)'prt=deg(g')y hence all that remains to show is that
£*(1) vanishes on composites. Landweber proves this for g*(l) viewed as an
S(m) representation, making use of naturality and a calculation of the Adams
operation ψk. His proof (namely Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 and the final paragraph of
[7]) carries over without change for<§

r*(l) considered as a Gr-representation.

REMARKS. 1. For r=\ (i.e., the cyclic product CPpSn) a separate proof
t h a t ^ divides the type of any map CPpSn-^Sn (n=2t+l) can be given along
the lines of [16] using Liao's computation of H*{CPpSn\ Z) [8]. Such a
procedure should also work for all r > 1 (and for p=2 as well), given a strong will
to evaluate the higher differentials in the coefficient ^-theory spectral sequence
for CP?Sn.

2. If in fact one succeeds in the higher differentials approach of remark 1,
it then becomes reasonable to ask if these differentials are related to the repre-
sentation theory of the groups Gr.

3. Of course the argument in this paragraph works equally well for the
prime 2 and so proves that the type of any map CPlSn->Sn (n=2t+l) must be
a multiple of 2n. Just as in the case r = l , however, we expect some improve-
ment of this result using real i^-theory instead of complex if-theory.

3. Geometry

The p'ίold cyclic product CPPX of a based space (X, e) is the based quotient
space (CPPX, [e, ••-, e\) where CPPX is the orbit space Xp\Gι under the action
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of the cyclic subgroup G1dS(p) of order p. The rth iterated p-ϊo\ά cyclic
product CPβ

rX of X is defined inductively as CPlX^CPp{CPv

r_λX) for r>2.
One verifies easily that CPv

rX is homeomorphic to the orbit space Xpr/Gr, where
Gr is the r-fold Wreath product of G1 with itself (recall Gr is a/>-Sylow subgroup

ofS(/0)
Here we develop the geometry of CPPSn analogous to that of the w-fold

symmetric product SPmSn of Sn [17] in order to construct maps CPP Sn-+Sn.
Via the cyclic product functor we obtain maps for each i CP\ Sn->CPp

i_1S
n

which under composition provide the desired map CP%Sn->Sn meeting the
requirements of Theorem 1.1.

Let Dn denote the ra-disc in Rn and Sn~x its boundary (n— l)-sphere dDn.
For each T G G 1 there is a permutation homeomorphism hτ: (Dn)p-»(Dn)p. Set
A;tl = (Dn)p-'x(Sn-yy 0<l<p. Then Xn

Ptl= U h7A
n

p>ly T running over G\ is
T

a G^invariant subspace of A^to=(DM)p and so the quotient Xlj^X^JG1 is

denned. Similarly for ^ ^ ( S T ' X ^ 0</</>, ^ . , = 11*^.1 is a G1-

invariant subspace of B$f0=(Sn)p and so the Yn

Ptl= Ϋl^G1 is also defined.

Lemma 3.1. -YJf0 M homeomorphic to the cone CXptl=XptlxI/XptlX {0}.

Proof. T h e m a p l ^ x / ^ l ^ o given by ( [ ^ , •••, Λ?J, ί ) - > [ ^ , ---,txp]

induces a topological m a p

(3.1) a

sending Xplx{ί} onto the subspace
A relative homeomorphism h: (Dn> Sn~1)-^(Sn

y e) induces a relative hoemo-
morphism

(3.2) h: (x;ί0, x;tl)-* (Y;tOy Y J.

From Lemma 3.1 and (3.2) we obtain

Lemma 3.2. YpO=CPpSn is homeomorphic to the adjunction space
Yn

Pλ U CXn

pλ with attaching map given by h \ Xn

pl.

Let IFΓ 1 C(5 W " 1 ) / be the subspace {x=(x19 —, xi)^(Sn- 1)ι\xi=efor some /}
and set Zn

p>ι={Dn)p-ιX Wr1d(Dn)p-ίχ(Sn-iy and Z», the image of Z^, under
the canonical the projection

The surjective map {Dn)p~ιx{Dn~λ)1 -^X^ ly 1 </</), given by the composite

idx(h)1

(Dn)p-'x(Dn-y κ-)-+(Dn)p-ιx{Sn-1)1 -+ Xn

Ptl

sends d{(Dn)p-ι)χ(Dn-y to X;,ι+1 and (Z)M)^/x9((Z)M-1)/) to Zn

Ptl and defines a
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relative homeomorphism between the pairs ((Dn)p-ιx(Dn-ι)\ d((Dny-ι)χ(Dn-1)1))
and(-Y5fI, Xn

p>ι+1[jZ;tl). Similarly the map ( f l γ - ' x f S " - 1 ) ^ ! ^ is surjective
and defines a relative homeomorphism between the pairs {{Dn)p~ι x (S""1)1,
d{{Dn)p~lx (Sn-y)) and (X^ly X

n

p>ι+1). Thus we obtain

Lemma 3.3. Let \<l<ρ. Then
(i) Xpl is homeomorphic to the adjunction space

(X;tl+1[jZn

p>ι){J(Dy-<x(D»-y; and

(ii) Xpl is also homeomorphic to the adjunction space

(The attaching maps are described above.)

Recall that the join X*Y of X and Y is the subspace XxCYUCXxY of
the product CXx CY. The map of pairs

c: (C(X*Y), X*Y)-+(CXxCY, X*Y)

defined by

c[(x, \y, i\), u] = [[*, y], [yy tu]] for (*, [yy t])^Xχ CY

c[([x, t], y), u] = [[x, tu], [y, u]] for ([*, t], y)^CXx Y

is a homeomorphism whose restriction to (X*Y)x {1} is the identity map. As
a consequence of Lemma 3.3 we have

Lemma 3.4. Letί<l<p. Then
(i) xz^/ix^^ijz ^Eis^-π-^s^-^-^S"*-'
(ii) X^JX^x^S^-'^VJ^

Proof, (i) is immediate from 3.3(i) and the homeomorphism c. The second
homeomorphism of (i) is well known. Similarly (ii) follows from 3.3 (ii) and the
following two facts: (1) (CXx Y, Xx Y) and (EXx Y, exY) are relatively
homeomorphic and (2) EXxY/exY and EX\/E{X/\Y) have the same
homotopy type.

For /=/>-l 3.3 (i) becomes Xl^G*(X«9tP\jZl^)\J<r*-*. As X
= Yp'i'y collapsing Zpp_τ in XPfP-ι gives a relative homeomorphism Xn

pp

^(X' JY;:,1) {Jenp-'.' But Xn

p[p= Y;^1 and by Lemma 3.2 Y^o1 /Yn

P:J
whence we obtain

(3.3) XI^IZ ^^EX;^ u «-*-'

From this formula one can deduce the following result.

Proposition 3.5. X%,p-ilZp,p-i has the homotopy type of a CW complex
of the form Snl*K for some finite CW complex K. In particular, for n>2
Xp,P-ilZPtP-ι twice desuspends up to homotopy type.
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We give only the idea of the proof. First show that Xptι~ is homeomorphic
to a space of the form Sn2*K' (essentially already done in Toda [15]). Then
show that the attaching map of (3.3) factors as fg, g a homotopy equivalence and
/ a map of the form E(id*f): E{Sn-2*Lf)->E(Sn-2*K').

Recall that to construct a map g from an adjunction space X U fCA extend-
ing a given map φ: X->Y what is needed is a nullhomotopy Nt: ^~φf of the
composite φf.

(3.4)
A

f

X\JfCA--+Y

X-
φ

For then the extension g is denned by g\X=φ and g\CA=Nt. This idea is
already sufficient to construct maps SP2 Sn -» Sn on the symmetric square of Sn,
since by Theorem 2.3 of [4] we have SP2Sn^Sn (J fCX and so a nullhomotopy
S^jφf provides a map g as in (3.4). In particular type (g)=degree (φ) and so
any map φ: Sn^>Sn of degree q such that S~φf produces a map g: SP2Sn^Sn

of type q.
A generalization of this procedure for the construction of maps SPmSn —> Sn

on the w-fold symmetric product of £* is given in [17]. Almost without modifi-
cation this generalization carries over to the case of cyclic products. We sum-
marize the gist of this generalization for cyclic products, omitting the details
which the reader can recover from [17]. By restriction the attaching map
h: Xn

p>1-+ Yn

pΛ of (3.2) defines maps A,: *;,,_,-> YJ^,, h' I ^
YptP-t-ι and a commutative diagram of maps.

AΛ-1

(3.5)

p p-1
 K
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where the vertical maps are the obvious inclusions. The procedure is now to
find a map φx\ YPtP-ι=Sn-^Sn of degree q such that φhx is nullhomotopic, for
then the geometry of this situation enables one to construct further maps
ψi\ YptP-i -+Sn such that φ^i is nullhomotopic (and also the intermediate com-
posites φiϊii-^ε) and so arrive at a map CPPSn:->Sn of type q. This geometry
is given below in statements (i)' and (ii)', which are analogues of statements (i)
and (ii) on page 541 of [17]. Set C€=X%^ and fl^I^^UZ;^.,
Lemma 3.1 (i) for l=ρ—%—\ gives immediately

(i)' Ci+l^Di\j{Dn)p-lx(Dn-y^Di{jC{Sn'p-n-^Sin-^-1)

Further X%tP-t Γi Zpp_i+1=Zp

1

tP_i+2 so we need to express Z£2,_ i + 1 as an adjunc-
tion space obtained from Zp)P_<+2. The discussion preceding Lemma 3.3 is
relevant here and shows that the obvious map (Dn)i~1x(Sn'1)p~i -^Zpp^i+ι sends
9((Z) l l) ί-1x(S"-1) ί-')=(9(O")'"1)x(S> i"y" ί to Z;tP_i+2 and induces a relative
homeomorphism between pairs. Hence

z;,p-i+1^z;>p_i+2 u (D»y-2 x ( s - y - *
~z;tP-i+2 u qs*'-13-1) x ( s - y

It then follows easily that

(ϋy A~c, u qs*'-15-1) x is*-1)**-*

(iy and (ii)7 provide the geometry needed to generalize the proof of Lemma 3.1
of [17] to the diagram (3.5) for CPpSn. Thus we obtain

Lemma 3.6. // φ: Sn->Sn is a map of degree q such that fhx\ Xn

ptP-^-^Sn

is nullhomotopic, then the above construction provides a map g: CPP Sn-+Sn of
type q.

4. Lens spaces and suspension-order

Let X be a based CW complex X. The order of the class tEX(=[EX, EX]
of the identity map of EX is called the suspension-order of X (Toda [14]) or the
characteristic of X (Barratt [2]). It is a homotopy type invariant. The sus-
pension-order of E'1Xl[tλ^E2tP2\ the (2t— l)st suspension of real projective
2ί-space, plays an essential role in the construction of maps SP2Sn->Sn of least
positive type (n=2tJrί). Its computation is given in [14]. In [17] a similar
computation is made for a related suspension complex for maps SP3 Sn -> Sn. In
our case of maps CPpSn->Snwt require the suspension-order of E2t~1Lt

0

ip~1)(p),
where Lo(p) denotes the 2«-skeleton of the lens space Ln(p)=S2n+1/Zp.

Recall Ln(p) has a cell structure given by Ln(p)=S1 \Je2\J ••• [je2n+1 and
integral cohomology
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H\L"(p);Z)

Zp i=2,

Z i=0y

0 other

and so the integral cohomology of L%(p) is given by

H\LS(p);Z)

Zp i=2,4, - ,2n

Z ;=0

0 other i

Lemma 4.1. For each / = 1 , 2, * ,(p—1)/2 ίλe _pαίr o/

EnLo(p), r=(n(p—l)/2)—l, have the same homotopy type.

Proof. EnLr

0(p) is the τz+2r skeleton of EnLr(p) and by Lemma 3.3 (ii)
Xpt2i is the pn—2l skeleton of Xptl. Thus to prove Lemma 4.1 it suffices to
produce a cellular map /: X™ 1-+EnLr(p) such that the restriction of/ to the
pn—2/skeleton of Xptι (as a map into EnLo(p)) is a homotopy equivalence for
each /=1, 2, ••, (p-ί)/2. As both (X^ 1 )^ w - 2 / ) =X^ 2 z and EnLr

Ό(p) are simply
connected it is enough to require that / induce isomorphisms of all integral
cohomology groups in dimensions <pn—2l. From [15] or [18] we have that
Xpi is homeomorphic to a join S^^Y, Y a finite CW complex for which
there exists a cellular map / ' : Y-+Ls(p) inducing isomorphisms of all mod p
cohomology groups. For (Xpfι)

cpn~2n and Ls(p)cpn~2D reduction from integral to
modp cohomology is an isomorphism in all positive even dimensions. This
implies that/7 also induces isomorphisms on integral cohomology groups. The
result follows.

To calculate the suspension-order of E2t~1LoCp~ι^(p) we follow a suggestion
of Toda, making use of [9] as follows.

Proposition 4.2. The suspension-order of LS(p), n = s(p—l)-\-r, 0 < r <
p—1, is ps if r=0 and is ps+1 if r > 0 .

Proof. Proposition 9.6 of [9] asserts that ELn(p) is modp decomposable
into a wedge of p—1 spaces. The same proof establishes a like result for
ELo(p). Thus EL^~1(p) is modp decomposable into a (p— l)-fold wedge of

p-i

Moore spaces V M\ι. In fact, as reduction modp in the cohomology of

ELo~1(p) is an isomorphism in positive even dimensions, any p-equivalence
p - 1

EL%-\p)-+ V Ml* is a homotopy equivalence. Theorems 4.4 and 1.2 of [14]
ί = l

imply that the suspension-order of L%(p)y 1 <w<p—1, is a divisor of p. From
Kambe [5] KU°(Lo(p)) contains an element of order p, so by Theorem 1.1 of [14]
the proposition is true for s=0, 1 < r < p — 1 and s=ί9 r = 0 .
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Assume it is true for s=ky 0<r</>—1 and s=k+ίy r = 0 . Set n=(k+l)
(p—l)+r and m=k(p—\)+ry 1 <r<^>— 1. Then the proof of Proposition 9.6
[9] provides a cellular map of pairs ψk: (LS(p), LZ(p))-+(L%(p), £?(/>)) satisfying

condition Dp of paragraph 9 [9]. This map induces a map of quotient spaces
L<S(p)/L%(p)->Lo(p)IL™(p) which also satisfies condition Dpy and so by Theorem
9.3 [9] E(Lo(p)IL'o(p)) is ^-equivalent (and hence homotopy equivalent) to a
(p— l)-fold wedge of Moore spaces. Now repeating the argument, i.e. [14] and
[5] plus the induction assumption for EL™{p)y we obtain the result that the sus-
pension order of L%(p) is pk+2 if r>0, or if r=p—l, i.e., m=(k+2)(p— 1). This
completes the induction.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let Hpi [E2Ky S2m+1;p]->[E2K, S2pm+1;p]be the modp Hopf invariant,
where K is a finite CW complex and [E2Ky L; p] denotes the ̂ -primary com-
ponent of the group of homotopy classes of maps E2K->L. For fq\ Sk-+Sk

a map of degree q there is a homorphism ψg: [EKy S
k]-*[EK, Sk] defined by

^k] = = [Λ°ί r ] * n [17] the following generalizations of results in paragraph 4
of [4] were obtained:

Lemma 5.1. Suppose Hi(E2K;Z)=0 for all i>pn-{p—\), n = 2t+ί
and qHpn^p-ι\E2K\ Z)=0 for some integer q. Then Ker Hp contains the sub-
groups q[E2K, S2t+1; p] and ψg[E2Ky S2t+1; p].

Lemma 5.2. Let r=kq2 and assume [EK, S2pt~lm>p]=0 in addition to the
hypotheses of 5.1. The ψr acts on [E2K, S2t+1; p] as multiplication by r.

The proof of 1.1 is given in two steps.
Step 1: r = 1. S1 is an abelian topological group whose group multiplication

S1X"'XS1-^S1 defines a map CPPS1^S1 of type 1. For n=3 Xz

PtP-λ and
E3L%~ι(p) have the same homotopy type and EzL%~\p) has the homotopy type of

p

the wedge X= V Ml*. Thus the attaching map Xl^-^S* can be viewed,

up to homotopy, as a map X-+S3. To apply the construction of paragraph 3 we
need only show that the composite fp°φ: X-^-S3 (deg(fp)=p) is nullhomotopic.
However, this is clearly the case for fp°φ restricted to each MJ* if i<p. For
i=p the effect of ψp on [S2p

y S3; p]^Zp is multiplication by p (see (13.13) of
[13]) and so fp°φ\MlP is also nullhomotopic. This implies the existence of a
map CPpS3 -» S3 of type p.

Iίn=2t+l>5y then t>2 and so we may apply 5.2. Since dimX^ + Λ=
p(2t+l)-(p-ί)y then for all i>p(2t+l)-(p-l) H\Xl>p_λ'y Z) = 0. Also
pH'(X;,p_i; Z)=p.Zp=0 forj=p(2t+l)-(p-l). Finally H2p\E^Xl\;iXy Z2)
= 0 and H^-'iE-'Xll^; Z) = 0 so by the Steenrod Classification Theorem
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[4, p. 460] we have that [E'1 X2

p'+\y S2*-1; p]=0. So by 5.2 tyt[<p\=Pf[<p\

which is zero in [X^+Λ> S2t+1; p]—as p* is also the suspension-order of

E""1χ2yi1

1. So by paragraph 3 we obtain a map CPpSn->Sn (n=2t+l) of

type/)'.

Step 2: Let / : CPpSn->Sn be a map of type p* where n = 2t+l. We

claim that the composite CP»_1fo...oCPpfof: CPpSn^Sn has type (p')r=prt

Here C P ^ is the map CPpX-> CPPY induced from g: X^> Y via the covariant

functor CPΛ The proof of this claim requires a closer look at a generator of

Hn(CPpSn\ Z) and its relation to ^ ( ( C P f ^ S ψ ; Z).

Let u^Hn(K; Z) be a generator of infinite order. If ui=πfu where

π<: KP->K is the ith projection, then Σ M ^ M J \-upeίHn(Kp'y Z) is />*[«]

where />: J^^ -> CPPK is the usual quotient map and [u] is the class defined by

Σ«z . For K=Sn we take u^Hn(Sn; Z) to be a generator and [u] is then a

generator of infinite order of Hn{CPpSn\ Z). By induction the class [u]s=

[[•••[#]•••]] ($ brackets) is a generator of infinite order of Hn(CPpSn;Z) satisfying

PΫ[u].=il [*,-iL where />,: (CP?_ 1 5γ->CP?5 w . For any map g: CPpSn->

Sn the induced maps CPpg: CPp

+ιSn-+ CPPSn satisfy the commutative diagram

lnCP*_Ύ Sn ^-^ Hn(CPp_2 Sn)p

|

H"CPp

sS"

Commutativity of this diagram and induction on s gives (CPpg)^[u]s_1=q[u]s

where ^=type of g. Thus the type of the composite CPr-ιf°-" °CPpfof is

(p*)r=prt and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
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